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By
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MONTAGE
1) CU on a PAIR OF SNOW WHITE LEGS, pulling on a pair of
tights
2) CU of the same TIGHT CLAD FEET sliding into work boots
3) CU of a SNOW WHITE BARE CHEST just above the nipples,
pulling down a green turtle neck.
4) CU of a Red apron tying up overtop the green turtle neck
5) CU on the back of a HEAD WITH LONG BROWN HAIR putting on
a green and red christmas hat.
6) CU of a SNOW WHITE LEFT EAR. An elf ear slides over top
of it.
7) CU of a SNOW WHITE RIGHT EAR. An elf ear slides over top
of it.
8) Cut to a Full shot of BIXIE BOO, fully dressed as an elf.
Standing in front of a small table.
INT. BOBIENSKI’S WONDERBOX WORKSHOP - MORNING
All the other WORKSHOP ELVES stare at Bixie. She smiles at
them and waves.
BIXIE BOO
Helllllur!!!
The workshop is one large rectangle room packed with
christmas decorations. Six large banquet tables are spaced
out on one side of the room making individual workstations.
Each workstation has a brown box labelled "CONFIDENTIAL" on
it. On the other side of the workshop is an eight foot tall
german cuckoo clock. In front of it is a circular table with
an hourglass sitting on it.
Bixie places a picture of a rabbit at her workstation, and
then another picture of a rabbit, and then a picture of a
group of rabbits. Then she pulls out a stuffed rabbit and
carries it over to PATSY RIPHORN who’s standing beside her
at her workstation.
BIXIE BOO
I made this for you Patsy. It’s an
exact replica of a Florida white
Patsy. It even weighs 6 pounds
Patsy. It has a short rounded body,
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BIXIE BOO (cont’d)
ruby eyes, a rounded head and of
course short erect ears.

Bixie stares at Patsy waiting for a response. Patsy opens
her mouth to speak BIXIE BOO
Patsy!
PATSY RIPHORN
Oh thanks dear, Richard will love
this. I can rub it all over his
penis when I get home.
Bixie nods eagerly. MUCK walks past them carrying a box. He
stops at an empty workstation and begins to unpack.
PATSY RIPHORN
Didn’t think he’d be back. Woof!
Muck pulls out an electric drill. He looks over to the girls
and REVS it. Bixie jumps into Patsy’s arms. They look into
each others eyes. Their faces moves ever so slowly towards
each others.
STEELY DAN slowly rises up behind them. His eyes grow wide.
He spots the toy bunny on Patsy’s desk and shoves it in his
jacket. Steely Dan covers his eyes and slowly squats down
disappearing behind them.
Bixie and Patsy lips creep towards each other. Bixie jumps
up to her feet. Patsy dusts her breasts off. Muck gives them
a look.
PATSY RIPHORN
Richard has that exact same drill.
We used it just last night!
SHMUEL BLUMENTHAL, enters wearing the same uniform except
for a solitary eagle feather glued to his hat. Patsy looks
over at him.
PATSY RIPHORN
Who’s that? Ooooh, another mouse
got in the cage. Ooooh, oooooh,
oooooh.
SHMUEL
Uh, hi everyone.
He waves and tilts his hat while curtsying. He stands up,
places the hat on his head and begins to play the air
recorder. Beat.
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SHMUEL
I’m going to be working BANG a large red velvet bag crashes into Shmuel, crushing
him onto the ground. Various ELVES GASP in horror.
MATHILDA BLUMENTHAL grabs a hold of the bag and pulls it and
Shmuel to the center of the workshop. Shmuel MOANS. Various
ELVES GASP in horror. Mathilda stops and TAPS her foot three
times. Various ELVES GASP in horror.
MATHILDA
Come one and come all to the
greatesht shpectacular of all!!
The WORKERS look around at each other. Muck shrugs and walks
over to Mathilda. The rest slowly follow.
MATHILDA
FASHTER!
They all scurry faster. Mathilda pumps her arms up into the
air, the lights flicker. A fog machine pumps fog into the
workshop. A HUMAN HAND reaches out of the german clock and
sets down a music box and presses the play button. MUSIC
begins to play. Everyone looks around in shock. Shmuel
GROANS still limp underneath the bag. Various ELVES GASP in
horror.
MATHILDA
Shhhh!
The bag begins to move around. A knife punctures through it.
Bixie Boo faints and falls straight backwards. BANG.
Everyone gives her a quick glance.
The knife tears open the bag
BLUMENTHAL in a cape and top
gleefully. Shmuel GROANS. He
cartwheels, he swoops around
kissing their hands.

and out emerges BOBIENSKI
hat. Mathilda clasps her hands
dances exotically, he
to all of the ELVES, bowing and

He trips over the music box and the music begins to skip.
Bobienski stops walks over to the music box and smashes it
on the ground. He walks up in front of the ELVES and holds a
pose. The human hand from the cuckoo clock puts out another
music box and presses play, the song starts over.
Bobienski dances. He jumps back on top of the bag and river
dances. IRISH MUSIC begins to play. Shmuel GASPS for air.
Various ELVES begin to CHEER and CLAP. GARFIELD FESTIVAL
steps out from the crowd of elves and dances in front of
Bobienski. Bobienski pushes him out of the way. Garfield
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pushes Bobienski out of the way and does the splits on top
of the bag. Shmuel MOANS. The elves CHEER.
Bobienski grabs a christmas ornament and SMASHES it over
Garfield’s head. Garfield falls over unconscious. The human
hand emerges from the cuckoo clock and presses pause on the
music box. Bobienski drags Garfield Festival by his heels
off to the side of the room.
He goes back to the center of the room and holds another
pose. The human hand emerges and presses play. Two beats of
music play and Bobienski strikes his final pose. Mathilda
turns on the lights and Bobienski stands up. Muck walks over
and helps Shmuel up. The wrappers walk back to their
stations.
SHMUEL
God bless America.
Muck looks at him and lets go. Shmuel falls. Muck exits.
Bobienski steps over Shmuel and gazes at his elves. Shmuel
looks at Bobienski and reaches up to him with an extended
arm.
BOBIENSKI
Welcome! Welcome! Welcome! Welcome
to Bobienskis’ Wonder Box Workshop!

